Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: _______________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):
   Better some information before operating.

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   The teacher is patient and gives many examples.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Effective.

Maybe more examples and practices.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback, I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter, this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: ________________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   ① The way the lecturer uses examples to teach concepts.
   ② And it's the way the professor lectures is really good. (compared to you won't feel sleepy or confused at all!)

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   The equipment provided by uni: Good
   Not being able to zoom in on screen.
   So it's really hard to see some small texts on the screen.
   The course itself is pretty good.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the “worst thing” you listed in (4) above?
   Our uni should be able to provide the computer classrooms, since this feature (and many other summer school features/courses) needs to see the screen clearly.

   The readings are quite helpful as well.

6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

   Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful /

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

   It's quite effective. (Though there are some

   finance concepts are not familiar since I'm not an Accountancy major)

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

   Nope. Everything are just about right.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Candy (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?

   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast

   Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:

   Complexity level ------ Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult

   Usefulness level ------ Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.

   I can learn many useful skills about Excel

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.

   Sometimes I can't understand what the teacher is saying clearly

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?

   I'll ask the teacher for help after class and it's good to get his help.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

Provide more details about how to achieve an assign.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Yes. Give more time to practice and give instructions.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

All material provided is helpful.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Barry (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):
   Some basic functions or formula is easy to that we can learn it by self.
   The course should be include more complex model or macro.

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level ---- Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level ---- Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   The best thing is that we learn a lot of useful skills in Excel, such as formatting, data validation, forecast. It is already enough for the people who use Excel without VBA.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   The screen can not show everything big, sometimes I can’t see the content clearly.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the “worst thing” you listed in (4) above?
   In our school, we have computer lab or computer classroom. We can study in those classroom and use the computer in that room. Each computer screen can show the powerpoint clearly.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Don't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

Yes, she is beautiful and helpful.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Yes, the class has already been effective.

However, I think the class should be more difficult.

8) Is there any material you would like to see deleted or added?

No.

Three book materials are enough.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Li Yimno ______________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   Easy programming skill.
   It’s very useful.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   Because of my poor listening and speaking skill, I usually feels confused but can’t ask some meaningful questions;

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   Focus on my english study by myself. And the professor would slow his pace (Although I think he is slow enough)
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

I've learned this course in Chinese last term (just called another name).

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Sure.

I hope to get feedback for the homework.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: ________________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   - Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   - Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:
   - Complexity level: - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   - Usefulness level: - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   - I think everything taught is very useful to me, so I can't figure out the best, but maybe the solver solver, er. VBA.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   - Everything is fine.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   - Hmmmm.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn’t help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally Helpful

Definitely helpful.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Yes. I guess we can should extend the period to learn more things.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

Nothing
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: ______________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example): I can follow the class and the assignment isn’t very much.

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level ------ Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level ------ Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   Interesting, we can do it by ourselves

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   Maybe some function cannot be used and some knowledge we haven’t learned.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the “worst thing” you listed in (4) above?
   Show what knowledge will be used before the class begins so we can prepare for it.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

 Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

 The instructor is very good.  
 maybe we can communicate more.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

 Yes, it has been effective.

 Show what will be learned before the class, and put the ppt in the wechat group earlier.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

 The introduction is too long (Business Analysis Microsoft Excel 2010. pdf).

 so that I can't find the important information.

 We can add some basic knowledge for the class.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Alex 20130074 (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   - Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   - Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:
   - Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   - Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   - Solver

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   - Some statistics knowledge that I didn't learn (e.g. some forecasting models)

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   - Add Add "Accounting / Financial / Statistics"
   - to the "needed-to-prelearn list"
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

The instructions are accurate and professional.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Yes. More practices combine with practical business analysis.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

The VBA programming should be recommended as an option or an extension for this class.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: _______________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   - Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast

   Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:
   - Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   - Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   - This is my first time learning Excel. I really appreciate you can teach me a lot in such a short period of time and raise my interest in this subject. I feel it's very useful and am willing to learn more about it.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   - The formula on the screen... is sometimes too small to see clearly. Maybe can read. Reading it out or putting it in cells and zooming it up can really help a lot.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   - Oh, I answer this in the last question.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn’t help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Personally, I agree with the teaching. As a new learner, I take interest in every class and can handle nearly everything you teach.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: ________________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   The explanation is thorough and I can know more about Excel.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   Oh I can't see the printout on the blackboard... too small 😞.
   And the power source, ehhnn...

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   We may get have classes in computer room.
   It will be much better.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

Our instructor is really nice and responsible. He can make everything clear.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Have the class in computer room!!! It will be more effective!

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

Probably it's exactly the best.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: ________________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback, I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter, this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: ________________________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?

   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast

   Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:

   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult

   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.

   Teach many useful function

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.

   It's too early to go to class in the morning

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?

   No way.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

 Doesn’t help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

   Just more communication.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

  It is very effective.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

  Some material about VBA
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional; for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: ____________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?

Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast

Please explain (give an example):

The first week, pace is a little slow, then the second and third week, sometimes the pace is fast. In general, it's about right.

2) This course has been:

Complexity level - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult

Usefulness level - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.

The homework is good for us to exercise, and I can learn std. now which I didn't follow in the class.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.

It took three weeks, I think the course finish in two weeks.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?

It's not too important, just a wish.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn’t help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

I suggest that the professor could upload the PPT before class so that we can know what we are about to learn and have a little preparation.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: ________________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?
   Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: [NAME] (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   I think the class is very interesting, and the tips about Excel I get got from the class are very useful.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   The biggest problem may be my poor English. Sometimes I can't follow you. It's so sad.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   [SOLUTION] I don't know.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Yes! I have no idea.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

I think you can show more about how to do this class activity for the students.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Trump (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):
   None.

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level: Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level: Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   The best thing is that we will get a skill, a skill can be used in reality. I think this is what Chinese students really need.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   Well, I think the words is too small to have a clear look.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   You know.
   To be honest, I really like your style but I sometime gonna be misunderstanding, I think your teaching is good. I do appreciate your guidance, professor.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn’t help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

It's good.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

None. I have no idea.

8) Is there any material you would like to see deleted or added?

Chinese...
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Stephen (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):
   Somewhere it's a little fast, but somewhere it's a little slow.

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level ---- Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level ---- Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   We can learn many useful thing from the class, and what we have learned before have a totally different development.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   Nothing.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   Maybe ... Experience.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?
   Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?
   Yes.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?
   Any...
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Nancy (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   It helps me understand Excel deeply.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   We have learned some content of this class before.
   so it's not sometimes I'm absent-minded. That's my fault.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   I should concentrate more on the class.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

   Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

   [Circle: Above average]

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

   Yes

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

   No
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Yang (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?

Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast

Please explain (give an example):

I think it's quite normal pace.

2) This course has been:

Complexity level ---- Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult

Usefulness level ---- Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.

Class activity. It's so pleasing to make-some use what I've learnt.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.

Sorry, I have no idea.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?

Sorry, I have no idea.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Yes.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

if there are

I think some ideas about America it'll be better.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Ouyang Jian (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?

Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast

Please explain (give an example):

I have learned Excel before, so the pace is not fast to me.

2) This course has been:

Complexity level --- Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult

Usefulness level --- Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.

Let me more familiar with the operation of the Excel.
Because teacher gave a lot of examples, so that I can practice and be more and more familiar.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.

I think everything is OK.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?

None.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Effectiveso much.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Lin Ruochen (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   - Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   - Please explain (give an example):
     I can finish the assignments in appropriate time.

2) This course has been:
   - Complexity level: - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   - Usefulness level: - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   - Case study. It helps me understand a lot of functions of Excel.
   - (And the professor is too handsome)

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   - The PPT sometimes didn't be sent to us immediately.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   - Let the assistant remind you as soon as possible.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Yes, of course.

The professor can apply for a computer classroom (UIBE has many) which is convienent for us too to study.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

No. I think it is perfect.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback, I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter, this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Jennie (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   I learned a lot of practical and useful ways to deal with many business models by using Excel, which is good for my future study and works.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   It’s difficult to see the operation clearly on the screen.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the “worst thing” you listed in (4) above?
   I think we can use the classroom of sharing billing, which has lots of computers that can share teacher’s operation.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?
   Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful
   [ ] Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?
   the class has been very effective.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?
The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: ________________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   I have learnt many useful skills in this class.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   Sometimes it's difficult for me to see the operation clearly.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   Maybe we can go to ZhiXing Building and use the computers there, which can show teachers operation in students' computers.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

He is very kind and careful, and his lecture is very meticulous.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

The class has been very very effective.

As what I have said in the fifth question, we can use the computers of UIBE and we can see the operation clearly.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

I think it is all right.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Amy. (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):
   When we’re confused, professor will step to explain more.
   And the PPT seems to have its own pace which can be finished in one class.

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   I can learn many in this class, because I never have thought that Excel has so many functions.
   And of course, you have very clear teaching plan, which also helps a lot.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   Getting up early in the morning.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the “worst thing” you listed in (4) above?
   Just getting up earlier.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Exam... not very. Yes.
Maybe it's not very important to be active because we're busy studying. Learning new knowledge is really a cheerful thing.

8) Is there any material you would like to see deleted or added?

Actually I'm not very clear.
But I think most of time we just used the book in "Business Analysts Microsoft Excel 2010", so the other two may could be deleted.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: ____________________________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?

Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast

Please explain (give an example):

I will need more time to translate your word. Although the course doesn’t very difficult, I think language is my barrier.

2) This course has been:

Complexity level ------- Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult

Usefulness level ------- Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.

I think it’s very useful.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.

Sometimes I can’t understand the terms.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the “worst thing” you listed in (4) above?

I appreciate it if you can upload PPT.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?
   Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, **I do appreciate** your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is **not** being graded!

NAME: Joey

(optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):
   Since I already have some basic knowledge about Excel, the pace of the class is kind of slow for me.

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   Instruction + Practice (class activity)
   I can find out whether I master the points in the class. If not, I can ask teacher for help immediately.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   Teaching equipment
   Sometimes I can't see teacher's operation clearly.
   (the picture on the screen is too small)

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   Well, maybe the worst thing is not teacher's fault, but university needs to do sth.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

maybe language is a barrier. ✅

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Yes.

As for me, I want to speed up the path and add more contents. Perhaps decrease the practice time.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

I think the materials is pretty good!
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Ciel (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):
   I think the pace is very comfortable. We have homework and a test.

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level: - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level: - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   I think the best thing is the professor take a good control of the teaching pace and make sure we can acquired plenty knowledge and digest them.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   Maybe sometimes the software on my computer comes across a little problem but I can't turn to the professor for help because of my poor English explanation ability and I can't turn to classmates for help too because I'm afraid to disturb their work.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   I think if I can practice my English ability or the teaching assistant can give us students some help, that will be better.
   That makes me a little bit helpless.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Yes, it has been very effective.
I think it has been perfect already. But if there must be something to be improved, I think it could make itself more abundant.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

I think it has been already perfect.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: __________ Fu Yu. ____________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):
   Professor knows where to go through fast & explain important things times until we understand.

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level: Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level: Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   I can understand the course very well.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   My Mac Excel on has some differences with general Excel & sometimes it makes me confused.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   Probably cannot.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

Thank you for your patience to answer all kinds of questions we ask. I think you can be the first & only instructor in summer school who came & answered question in a day should be off.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Yes. Maybe raise the difficulty of the course a little bit & send us the activity files as you teach, so we can try with you, it will improve our study.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

No.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Nicky. (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):
   I can finish assignment by myself in 1.5 hours.

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level: Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level: Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   Very useful & pretty interesting!
   Teacher is so great & patient, one of the best computer teacher I have ever met.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   Damn weather, always raining!
   (of course this has nothing to do with the class lol)

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   Sub Weather()
   Sheet1.Range("A1") = "Weather"
   Set weather = "Sunny"
   Sheet1.Range("A2") = "Sunny"
   End Sub
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

[Checkmark] Exceptionally helpful

Could you reply me after I send my assignment to you?

Feel little nervous about whether you see it or not.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Yes, effective & efficiently.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

Could you come to China next year and teach me again?

Teach something like "Python," or "Further VBA"?
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Liu Ruiying (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast

   Please explain (give an example):
   I think the pace of the class is about right.
   We can get it.

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   I think this course is very good.
   We can learn some useful knowledge.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   Nothing.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

I think my instructor did very well.
But if we can get PPT earlier, we have time to prepare lessons before class.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Yes, very effective.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

Nothing.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Jiang Yan (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?

Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast

Please explain (give an example):
Sometimes I can't see the screen clearly. It switched a little.

2) This course has been:

Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult

Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.

The class activity help me to consolidate.

it's very useful

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.

Maybe teacher can slow down when teaches

The speed of teaching the us to solve the problem is a little fast.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?

Maybe teacher can slow down when teaches

us the class activity
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?
   Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful
   [ ] Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?
   Yes.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?
   The school schedules should be more diffuse.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: ________________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   I learned more knowledge about Excel. Such as programming formulas, conditional format, Excel is very useful, but I don't know how to use before.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   Sometimes I can’t see the operations. The screen is too indistinct.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   We can have classes in machine room. There is an system in teacher’s computer can monitor all students’ computers. I think we all can know how teacher do.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

I think yes. We have some assignments to help us review knowledge.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

Yes. class's pdf is useful.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: ________________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example): Because we didn’t learn VBA and some concepts like NPV, it takes us some time to make sense. By the end, the process is longer because of language.

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level: Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level: Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   I learned a lot about Excel from this class. It’s very useful in daily life. And the professor is very kind and patient.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   It may be a little difficult for the students of lower grades. Because I think it needs some prerequisite such as knowledge about accounting.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the “worst thing” you listed in (4) above?
   Let higher grades’ students have this class.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

Maybe the instructing speed can be slower.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Yes, it's very effective.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: __________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):
   I can get most content of this class. And the teacher will often asks if we understand to make sure we understand this part, when he finished one part.

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   I get the basic knowledge of using the excel to analyze data. And the teacher gives us some activities in class to help us use excel ourselves and get clear clearer of the knowledge.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   The class doesn't covers business knowledge a little. I can't make full understand of the function like RNPV. I don't know its meaning in financial field.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback, I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter, this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: ___________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   - Way too slow   / Slow   / About right   / Fast   / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   There are pretty much examples, activities during and after class, which made it easier for me to understand. In fact, I hope there could be more case study, that's interesting and useful.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   Perhaps, the introduction of EXCEL technique took too much time. Like reference or some simple formula. If not, there would be more time for case study or other things.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the “worst thing” you listed in (4) above?
   Could leave those basic EXCEL knowledge, technique as homework, let students learn it after class.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?
   Doesn’t help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: ____________________________ (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):
   The course is generally in its routine.

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level ------- Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level ------- Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful
   [Mark chosen option]

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   The course really broadens my horizon. My spreadsheet skills progressed, many functions especially useful.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   The classroom. For a computer course, we do not have computers. Not to have the laptops. And some of us don't have a legal copy of new version of Excel.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   Inform the academic division in advance to take computers in Zhixin Building.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

Excellent.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

It's generally effective.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?


It's a quite good textbook focusing on financial applications of Excel.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Wu Chi (201657021) (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example): 

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level: Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level: Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   We can learn lots of useful Business models.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   Some words can not be understood completely.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the "worst thing" you listed in (4) above?
   Do more listening exercises.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn't help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

Expect more chance to communicate with instructor.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

It has been effective, maybe add by more digital detailed homework can be better.

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

More materials about VBA.
Class Survey for Business Analysis and Modeling with Spreadsheets

The purpose of this class survey is for you to give me feedback on what you think of the course and the instructor. From this feedback I can continue to improve my teaching and the organization of this course. Your name is optional, for that matter this entire survey is optional. However, I do appreciate your answers to as many of the questions as possible. Of course, this survey is not being graded!

NAME: Eliane / 8k 14 / 20736052 (optional)

1) How is the pace of the class?
   Way too slow / Slow / About right / Fast / Way too fast
   Please explain (give an example):
   I think the pace is right and the class is excellent!

2) This course has been:
   Complexity level - - - - Way too easy / Easy / About right / Difficult / Way too difficult
   Usefulness level - - - - Never use this stuff / Not much / No clue / Probably useful / Very useful

3) What is the best thing about this course? Please explain.
   From the course, I learned much about financial knowledge and very useful skills of excel.

4) What is the worst thing about this course? Please explain.
   The weather is not friendly. Those days there were too many rainy days so that the students been late become more.

5) What solution(s) can you think of for fixing the “worst thing” you listed in (4) above?
   We students should go out earlier and present on time.
6) How helpful is your instructor? Any suggestions for how to improve?

Doesn’t help AT ALL / Below average / Average / Above average / Exceptionally helpful

My instructor is great and very useful.

7) Overall, has the class been effective? How can it be improved?

Yes, the class has been effective!

8) Is there any material would you like to see deleted or added?

Maybe we can talk about more about VBA.